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This paper generalizes an integral representation formula for eigenfunctions 
of Sturm-Liouville operators, known as the Volterra transformation operator in 
the theory of the inverse scattering problem, to higher-order differential operators. 
A specific fourth-order initial value problem is considered: 
4(O) = 1, 4’(O) = 0, f(O) = -k2, $‘“(O) = 0. 
The solution for complex k is expressed as an inverse-Laplace-Bore1 transform. 
Jump formulae are obtained relating the representing kernel directly to the 
coefficients of L. The result admits obvious generalization to operators of 
arbitrary order. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this short note is to present a type of integral representation 
formula for the solutions of linear differential equations containing a parameter 
of the form 
L+ = A+, L = f qk (-i$-)“. 
i=O 
The main result is a representation formula for the solution of the fourth order 
initial value problem 
Fqo, k) = 1, $O,k) =0, $j(O, k) = -k2, $$O, k) = 0. 
(1) 
Here q, q’ and Y are continuous and complex-valued on [0, co). 
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REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Denote by 9’(x) the diamond with wertices at 
ix, fix. Then the solution 4(x, k), x 3 0, of the initial value problem (1) admits 
the integral representation 
$(x, k) = cos kx + ;: 
n s a9 kd 
dzekZA(x, z). (2) 
The kernel A(x, JZ) is square-integrable on x E W(x), and continuous for x > 0, 
z E M(x), z # fix; at the vertices fix, A(x, z) undergoes a jump given by 
&$A(x, *ix - 6) - A(x, fix + S)] = - a I00 dtq(t) (3) 
A(x, x) enjoys the symmetry properties 
A@, -2) = -A(x, z), A@, 2) = -A(x, z). (4) 
The proof is presented as follows: Several elementary estimates for the 
solution of (4) are given in Section 2. The main step in the proof is furnished 
by a Theorem of B. Ja. Levin on entire functions of exponential type, which is 
discussed in Section 3. The proof is completed in Section 4. 
The result described above is clearly a special case of a general result, con- 
cerning the initial-“eigenfunction” problem for a differential expression of 
arbitrary order n, in which the integration contour a * B is replaced by a suitable 
polygon with n vertices. The reader will have no trouble formulating this more 
general result and supplying a proof following the model presented here. (Also, 
further jump relations, other than (3) are undoubtedly present and can be 
derived by the method of Section 4.) 
For n = 2, the contour collapses to a slit, and the contour integration is 
identical to integration of the jump of the integrand (across the slit) over an 
interval. The representation then becomes the Volterra transformation operator 
which figures in the theory of the inverse scattering problem for Sturm-Liouville 
operators, as outlined in [2]. The jump formula analogous to (3) is well known 
in that context. 
2. SOME ELEMENTARY ESTIMATES 
We consider fourth-order differential expressions on the half-axis [0, co) of 
the form 
(5) 
with q E Cr([O, co)), Y E CO([O, co)). We denote by Lo the expression with 
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4 z r s 0 i.e., the fourth-derivative operator. We wish to estimate the solutions 
of the initial value problems 
L+, = k4+, , Q(O) = s:-, 
v=O,1,2,3 (6) 
p = 1, 2, 394, k E C. 
To do this we view L as a perturbation of L, . Denote the solutions of (6) with 
L, in place of L by +*O( ., k). We have 
+1o(x, k) = ; (cash kx + cos kx) 
+2(x, k) = & (sinh kx + sin kx) 
1 
s30(x, k) = 2Rz (cash kx - cos kx) 
1 
&0(x, k) = _ (sinh kx - sin kx) 
2k3 
Using variation of parameters, we obtain the following integral equation 
for the differences &(x, k) = +Jx, k) - +,“(x, k): 
IG,,(x, k) + ioz G(x, Y, k) hSr> 4 dy + f G(x, ~9 k)hYy~ k) dy = 0 (7) 
where 
G(x, y, k) = 2 Q(Y) (sinh k(x - y) + sin k(r - y)) 
+ & f$ (y) (cash k(x - y) - cos k(x - y)) 
+ &r(y) (sinh k(x - y) - sin k(x - y)), 
The method of successive approximations converges for the integral equation (7) 
since it is of Volterra type. In the process, we obtain the estimate that for each 
x0 > 0 
1 z,hJx, k)i < C 1 k 1-u e*j% 0 < x .< x0 
where p = max{\ Re k / , / Im k 1) and the constant C generally depends on x0 . 
Similar estimates follow for the derivatives of #,, . 
409/70/I-8 
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3. SOME FACTS FROM THE THEORY OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
We collect here some notions and facts from the theory of entire functions, 
which will be used in the next section. Proofs may be found in the monograph 
of B. Ja. Levin [3], Chapter I (Sects. 15, 16, 19, 20). We also state a slight 
strengthening of Levin’s generalization of the Paley-Wiener Theorem (Appendix 
I, Sect. 3 of [3]). 
An entire function off is of exponential type is there is A 3 0 so that 
I f(x)1 < eAIZ’, XE c. 
The (exponential) type of such a function is the number 
u = lim sup 1% 4(r) 
r-tm T 
where we have used the common notation 
Otherwise put, for any E > 0, there is Y > 0 sufficiently large so that if [ x 1 > Y 
but there are numbers z of arbitrarily large modulus for which 
I f(z)1 > e(“-r)lzl. 
It follows that if an entire function f obeys an estimate of the form 
I f(4 < Ceklzl, I z I law 
then f is of exponential type <k. Denote by E the class of entire functions of 
exponential type. The indicator function h, of an entire function f of exponential 
type measures the growth off in various directions in the complex plane. It is 
defined by 
h,(e) = lim sup log If (re”“)’ . 
r+co r 
The indicator function enjoys the following properties: 
(i) If f, g E E, then 
h~+,V4 < mW&% h,(W 
h&4 -c h&9 + h,(e) 
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Recall that the support function K(B) of a convex set G in the plane is the 
infimum of the signed distance from the origin to half-planes perpendicular to 
the ray arg z = 8, which have no points in common with the interior of G. 
(ii) For f E E, Hf is the support function of a convex set ITi , called the 
indicator diagram off. 
(iii) The indicator diagram of f(z) = en* is the singleton set {A}. 
(iv) If 5(e) < h,(B), 0 < 0 < ~TI, then the indicator off is contained in 
the indicator diagram of g. 
(v) The indicator diagram of a sumfr $ ... + fk of functionsf, ...fii E E 
is contained in the smallest convex set containing the union uf, If, . 
This follows from (i). 
(vi) Suppose fi ,..., fk E E, and denote by L the smallest convex set 
containing all points which are extreme points of precisely one of the sets 
I f, ,...) f, I . Then K31f,+...+f, . 
(vii) The indicator diagram of the exponential sumf(z) = e”lz + e”zZ + 
. . . + eAkz, with the h’s distinct, is the polygon with vertices A, , A, ,..., A, . 
(viii) Suppose that the exponential type of f is >O. The the indicator 
diagram of eAzf(z) is obtained from the indicator diagramsof f by translation 
through the vector A. 
The next collection of facts centers around the Bore1 Transform. If f E E, 
then the Bore1 transformf of f is defined by the series 
f(5) = t f&. 
n=o 
(ix) The function off([) is holomorphic in the domain / 5 / > (T, where 
u is the exponential type off. In particular, f is holomorphic at infinity. 
(x) The Bore1 transform is additive and complex-homogeneous, and the 
Bore1 transform of the function g(z) = eAz is 
(xi) Denote by ‘ye the ray arg z 1 0. Suppose f e E. Then the integral 
1 dzecZCf(z) ‘W 
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converges absolutely and uniformly in the domain (5: Re {e@ > h,(O) + .E} to 
p(t;>. Also, if C is any circle of radius >u = exponential type off, then 
The conjugate diagram off E E is the convex hull of the singularities off: It 
obtains its name from the following remarkable theorem of Poly& 
(xii) The conjugate diagram of a function in E is the reflection about the 
real axis of its indicator diagram. 
We will therefore denote the conjugate diagram off by i; . 
We come now to Levin’s generalized Paley-Wiener Theorem ([3], Appendix I, 
Sect. 3). 
THEOREM 3.1 [Levin]. Suppose f E E, and suppose that the conjugate diagram 
If off is contained in the conwex polygon 9’. Denote by arg z = Si ,j = l,..., n, the 
rays parallel to the normals of the sides of 8, and suppose that the functions 
fi(x) = f (xe-iej) e- k(ej)x 
are square-integrable on the half-axis 0 < x < 03, where k(B) is the support 
function of 8. Then the Bore1 transform f is holomorphic outside 8, and its boundary 
values on the perimeter W define a function in L2(W). Moreover, 
The proof is given in Levin’s book [3], Appendix I, Sect. 3. We will also 
need the following theorem, whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the hypotheses be the same as in the previous theorem, except 
that the functions fi(x) = f (we-iei) e-k(eg)z are assumed to be absolutely integrable. 
Then the Bore1 transform 3 assumes continuous boundary values on iW. 
4. PROOF OF THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
To derive the integral representation, we first re-interpret the estimates of 
Section 2. These estimates read 
I #&G k)I < C I k I-’ epx, I A@, k)I < C I k IF epx 
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where p = max{l Re k 1 , / Im k I}, and 
I&(X, k) = &(x, k) - +- (cash Kx + cos kx) 
&(x, k) = &(x, k) - & (cash kx - cos ks). 
Let #(x, k) be the solution to the initial value problem 
L4 = &, @, k) = 1, 
+‘(O, k) = 0, +“(O, k) = -k2, +“‘(O, k) = 0 
and set 
#(x, k) = 4(x, k) - cos kx 
= Y%(x, k) - k21Fr,(x, 4.
We obtain the estimate 
1 1,4(x, k)J < C / k j--l epz (8) 
in each finite x-interval. All of the above estimates hold for k sufficiently large, 
and similar estimates hold for x-derivatives up to order three. 
Define 
h(x, 0) = x max{] cos B / , 1 sin ~9 I}, 0 < 0 < 23r. 
If we set k = reis, we can rewrite (8) in the form 
/ $(x, k)l < Cr-lerh(s.e), large r. (9) 
We can therefore conclude that #(x, k) is an entire function of exponential type 
<x, and moreover that the indicator function of I/(X, .) is bounded above by 
h(x, 0). According th Section 3, property (iv), the indicator diagram of I&X, 0) is 
contained in the diamond g’(x) with vertices &CC, &ix, which is the convex 
figure of which h(x, 0) is the support function. Since C?(X) = g(x), the same is 
true of the conjugate diagram of #(x, s). M oreover, estimate (9) shows that the 
function 
is square-integrable as a function of Y, 0 < r < co, for 0 < 8 < 2~. It follows 
from Theorem 3.1 that the Bore1 transform A(x, *) of t/(x, *) is homomorphic in 
the exterior of P(X), assumes square-integrable boundary values on &P(X), and 
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so that the function 4(x, K) admits the integral representation 
4(x, k)= cos kx + & s abcd d.&A(x, z). 
We will now show that the kernel A(x, z) is a continuous function of z E &Y(X), 
except at the vertices fix. To do this, derive from the integral equation (7) for 
I/J,, p = 1, 2, 3, 4, an integral equation for I$: 
4(x, k) + l5 dyG(x, Y, 4 NY, 4 + Jo’ dyG(x, Y, 4 ~0s KY = 0 
where G(x, y, A) is defined in Section 2, and satisfies the estimate 
I G(x, y, k)l < M(y) Y-W~‘~--Y~~) 
M(y) = md4(Y)I 3 I ~‘(~11 t I r(r)lI and k = reie. 
Since e7h(2--1*e) ( cos Ay ( < erh(r*@) and h(x - y, 0) + h(y, a) = h(x, e), we 
obtain for successive terms in the Neumann series 
the estimate 
Ul(x, k) = - I’ u’yG(x, y, k) cos ky 
0 
u,z+l(x, 4 = - SE ~YG(~,Y, 4 U,(Y, 4 
0 
1 UJx, k)l < (:), e7h(r*e) 
Write 
h(“T 4 = 2 J-)YdYl ( sinh k(zc - y) + sin K(x - y)) cos Ky. 
Then the above estimates imply that 
VW, k) = J&G 4 + .A@, k) 
where jr@, .), J&, .) are entire functions of exponential type with indicator 
diagrams contained in 9’(~), and 
J2(x, k) = O(l k j-2 e’h(z,e)) as k = reie -+ CO. 
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It follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
where Js(x, z) is continuous in z E H’(x). We therefore need only show that 
&,(x, z) is continuous except at z = &ix. To do this write 
so that 
$ (sinh kx + sin kc) = j’ dt(cosh kt + cos kt) 
0 
&, k) = - 4 ( dy j+;-’ dtq(y) (cash kt + cos kt) cos ky 
z-1 I s ’ dt ‘-’ dyq(y) [e(t+iv)li + e(t-iy)k + e(-t+iul'i 0 0 
+ e(--t-iY)k + ei(t+Y)R + eict-Y,7c + ei(-t+v)k + +-?q. 
Since the indicator of J~(x, .) is bounded by h(x, 0), the integral 
I m dke-7czJl(x, k) 0 
converges for Re z sufficiently large to 4,(x, .), the Bore1 transform of Ji(x, .). 
It is easy to justify changing the order of integration. Using property (x) of 
Section 3 we obtain 
f,(x’ ~) =-t jot dt jo~-t dyq(Y) [, _ (t’ + jv) + z _ (1_ jr) 
+ 
1 
z-(-t+iy) + l +a-i(:+y) +z-&y) z + (t + 6) 
+ 
1 1 
z-i(-t+y) + z + j(t + 19 ’ I 
valid for Re x sufficiently large. An elementary normal families argument allows 
us to continue the right hand side in the exterior of 8, so that the above repre- 
sentation is valid in @\g and continuous on (C\g) u a.??, in view of the follow- 
ing. 
LEMMA. Suppose that Q(z) is bounded, absolutely integrable, and has compact 
support contained in the closed upper half-plane. Then the integral 
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converges absolutely and defines a continuous function of 5 in the closed lower half- 
plane (5: Im 5 ,( 0}, holomorphic for Im 5 < 0. 
The sixth and seventh integrals can be shown to define continuous functions 
up to the boundary 85: they are in fact holomorphic in the complement of the 
segment [-ix, ix] on the imaginary axis, and have integrable singularities at the 
vertices fix. The fifth and eighth integrals are also holomorphic in the comple- 
ment of [-ix, ix], but have non-integrable singularities at -&c. We have thus 
proven the assertion regarding the continuity of A(x, z) in x. 
We can also compute the jumps of A(x, z) at the vertices fix, which are 
precisely the jumps of the fifth and eight integrals above. The computation is 
standard; see for instance [l], pp. 73-75. We obtain 
lii(A(x, fix - S) - A(x, &ix + 6)) = - $ jz dtq(t). 
0 
Since 4(x, k) is an even function of k, A@, z) is an odd function of z: this 
follows from the inversion formula for the Bore1 transform (Section 3, property 
(ix)). Also, the reality of 4(x, K) for K real implies that A@, 5) = ---A&, z) for 
z E ayx). 
This concludes the proof of the representation theorem. 
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